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Hi everyone! My  name is Leigh and I’m a postdoctoral fellow at the 
University of Calgary. I’m grew up in Hamilton, ON. I attended 
Western University and then completed my MSc at McMaster 
University in Kinesiology where I studied relationships between 
physical activity and health in preschool children through the Child 
Health and Exercise Medicine Program. 
I’ve always been drawn to the mountains (hello snowboarding, 
mountain biking and incredible scenery!), and moved out west to 
complete my PhD at the University of British Columbia. At UBC, I 
studied the role of physical activity on bone development in children 
and adolescents in a mixed longitudinal cohort study. Since finishing 
my PhD, I’ve been at the University of Calgary where I study the 
influence of spaceflight on the bone health of astronauts.
At home I can usually be found chasing after two small humans and 
our large dog. In my free time (which rarely exists anymore!) I enjoy 
mountain biking, trail running, snowboarding and reading.

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Ut quis aliquet arcu, et ullamcorper metus. Curabitur
consectetur ullamcorper nibh sit amet tincidunt. Donec viverra, diam at 
iaculis dignissim, sem nibh efficitur quam, eu consequat quam metus et 
nunc. Nullam blandit justo vitae nulla consequat euismod. Ut placerat urna
magna, bibendum malesuada mi rhoncus quis. Duis non ipsum leo. Duis vel 
maximus diam. Duis luctus vehicula venenatis. In enim metus, tristique vel 
arcu id, semper facilisis leo. Proin dictum sem ligula, in ultricies libero 
sagittis vitae. In eget velit accumsan, ultrices erat eget, dapibus orci. 

ABOUT ME

GOALS FOR SPA 2021

At the University of Calgary, I’m currently studying how long-duration 
spaceflight affects astronaut’s bone health. This project is funded by
the Canadian Space Agency and is in collaboration with NASA. We’ve 
followed 17 astronauts before and after their long-duration missions 
(up to 1-year of recovery) to examine bone loss and understand how 
and if bone recovers after return to Earth. Spaceflight is an excellent 
analogue for understanding bone loss due to aging, as the changes 
we see over 6-months in space would occur over several decades 
during normal aging on Earth. I’m also involved in a follow-up study 
to understand the temporality of bone loss by examining astronauts 
on varying mission durations (2-, 6- and 12-month missions). This 
picture on the left is of me next to our high-resolution bone imaging 
scanner at NASA’s Johnson Space Centre. I went to town (so to
speak) at the NASA gift shop and am wearing an astronaut flight suit 
that I gifted to my brother (best sister ever!!).

CURRENT RESEARCH

I’m nearing the end of my postdoc and have begun 
applying to faculty positions. My career goals 
include becoming faculty at a research institution, 
ideally in kinesiology or medicine, and continue 
investigating how to improve the health and 
wellbeing of children and youth through physical 
activity and exercise along with continuing my 
postdoc work in astronauts to understand how to 
best mitigate the effects of microgravity.

CAREER DEVLOPMENT GOALS FOR SPA2021
I’m really looking forward to networking and making 
new connections with the SPA 2021 cohort. 
Although I have experience with longitudinal study 
design and data analysis, I haven’t worked with the 
CLSA before but would like to do so in the future. I’m 
most interested in the sessions on data
harmonization, knowledge translation and 
transitioning from trainee to independent 
researcher. 


